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Recently the US oil drilling rig count is steadily increasing week over week. i This despite crude oil prices
remaining below $50 per barrel. ii
This seemingly defies logic and conventional wisdom—perhaps not! For over a year, this blog has
addressed issues surrounding the structural realignment of the oil and gas industry.
Enabled by a suite of technologies, firms are discovering that profits can be found in assets that are
managed differently than in the past. This bodes well for some economic actors and ill for others.
Blasting along at $100 oil, many were lulled into the belief that the good times would continue
indefinitely. Bankers loaned, operators spent and expense accounts were lavish. iii As all now know,
bankers are left with bad loans, some operators are bankrupt and expense accounts shut down.
Those that have renovated their cost structure are adding shareholder value and perhaps we are seeing
the emergence of a transformed sector. Economic laggards do not have the luxury of time on their side!
Previously, we discussed the Convergence of Exponentials and its impact on the ability of firms to drive
profitability in tough times and perhaps now, restructured markets. iv Reducing operating costs and
increasing asset performance using knowledge is showing success during a deep energy recession.
Some still argue that the so called Big Crew Change will drain the sector of much experience and
expertise. v The counter point is that this event is largely past. vi
The same case can be said for the current oil price trading range. While cyclical and subject to
geopolitical issues, perhaps $100 oil is a thing of the past and not likely to be seen again.
Analysts keep pushing out the expected date for the return to strong prices. One now predicts the
rebound will be delayed to 2019 when current offshore production peaks and long idle equipment and
personnel are put back to work. vii
However, by 2019 shale and others may have captured market share at significantly lover break even
points. This market segment may not materialize as many hope.
According to OPEC Secretary General Abdalla Salem El-Badri, “Any increase in price, shale will come
immediately and cover any reduction.” viii Does this basically put a cap on the crude oil trading range?
Almost 15 years ago, we wrote, “Building on the theme that hope is not a strategy, many organizations
deserve the IT (Information Technology) they have. Hope that IT would bail the firm out and by itself
drive change that has been misplaced.” ix This was addressing a disruptive force from that era.

Waiting and hoping for a rebound is not a good strategy today either. If some can get their cost
structure aligned with the current market, others can as well as new disruptive forces shape markets
again. Might be time to “rig up” a better business model.

How well is your organization prepared for sustained current market
conditions?
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